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Flash Vol. 5: Negative
DC Comics The Fastest Man Alive continues his monumental run in DC Universe Rebirth! Barry Allen must get his powers under control and battle terrifying new villains before they both kill him. Dark clouds gather around Barry and his new family when the citizens of
Central City meet Negative-Flash. The Flash sets out to save everyone he has ever loved from Negative-Flash, but there's just one problem: he is Negative-Flash! Barry Allen experiences the most brutal ﬁght of his life when he faces oﬀ against Bloodwork, a gruesome
new villain. Making things worse is that this unstoppable threat is all Barry's fault! Witness the penultimate act of the Negative-Flash story and the beginning of an unforgettable new chapter in Barry Allen's life. Collects THE FLASH #28-32

Negative
Rising-star writer Joshua Williamson (ILLUMINATI, RED SKULL) continues his smash-hit run on the Fastest Man Alive with THE FLASH VOL. 5! Dark clouds gather around Barry and his new family. Can The Flash act fast enough to save everyone he has ever loved? In
addition to being one of the most important characters in the DC Universe Rebirth event, the Scarlet Speedster has also made huge strides to keep himself in the public eye. The Flashtelevision series will soon be entering its fourth season in 2017 and retains massive
popularity with millions of viewers as one of CW's highest-rated TV series. The Flash will also be featured in the 2017 theatrical release of Justice League, as well as a stand alone ﬁlm in the near future. Collects THE FLASH #28-32 and #34.

Flash Vol. 4: Running Scared
DC Comics The aftermath of “THE BUTTON” has left Barry Allen—the Fastest Man Alive, known as the Flash—at a crossroads. Can he continue lying to the woman he loves about his secret identity? Can he mend his broken relationship with Kid Flash? Green Lantern Hal
Jordan oﬀers some advice, but Flash doesn’t have much time to make a decision, courtesy of the return of his greatest enemy, the time-traveling Reverse-Flash! Eobard Thawne has taken Iris West to the 25th century to reveal Barry Allen’s most closely guarded secrets
to her…before killing Iris and the Flash! Following them to the future, Flash ﬁnally learns why his arch-foe from the future hates him so much, but even that knowledge may not be enough to give him a ﬁghting chance against a villain who knows all his possible futures.
Following the events of “THE BUTTON,” the future unfolds as never before in THE FLASH VOL. 4: RUNNING SCARED, the epic adventure from writer Joshua Williamson and artists Carmine Di Giandomenico and Howard Porter. Collects THE FLASH #23-27!

Flash: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3
DC Comics The Fastest Man Alive is now supercharged with new abilities after being exposed to the Negative Speed Force, and until he can get his powers under control, heÕs a danger to Central City and himself. But before he can begin repairing the damage, he has to
stop Shrapnel as well as a gruesome new villain, Bloodwork. And itÕs all BarryÕs fault! In the fallout, Barry is reassigned to work at Iron Heights prison, where he arrives just in time to ﬁnd a Rogue dead. As Barry investigates the crime, Godspeed joins the FlashÕs
cadre of enemies and leads the Fastest Man Alive and Captain Cold into a deadly rematch. But when the clues begin to reveal an even greater conspiracy at work, the Flash soon discovers Iron HeightsÕ deadliest secretÉ Writer Joshua Williamson (Justice League vs.
Suicide Squad) continues his smash-hit run on the Fastest Man Alive, joined by artists Carmine Di Giandomenico, Neil Googe, Christian Duce, Gus Vazquez, Pop Mhan, Howard Porter and Scott Kolins. Collects The Flash #28-38, Annual #1 and the Flash story from DC
Universe Holiday Special #1.

The Flash Vol. 7: Perfect Storm
DC Comics Praise for The Flash: ÒJoshua WilliamsonÕs writing is on-point.Ó -Nerdist ÒWriter Joshua Williamson makes The Flash as accessible as possible to new readers.Ó -Comic Book Resources Gorilla Grodd is dying from a disease that only the Speed Force can cure.
Allied with Black Hole, Multiplex, Negative Flash and Raijin, Master of Lightning, Grodd comes to Central City to drain the energy from all of the speedsters! In the back of BarryÕs mind, Grodd is gnawing at his memories and scratching at scars, inﬂicting psychic
wounds that may have lasting eﬀects. All the Fastest Man Alive can think about is saving the city and freeing Iris West, who is ﬁnally beginning to trust Barry again. When Barry loses his speed, it falls to both Wally Wests and the Flash of China to tackle Grodd and free
the cityÕs citizenry. When that proves futile, Barry is willing to cross lines he has never crossed before to regain his speed, and turns to Godspeed for help. This pivotal chapter in the speed saga will leave all of the speedsters fundamentally changed, and relationships
will never be the same again. Can they survive the fallout from GroddÕs desperate gambit? Writer Joshua Williamson (Justice League vs. Suicide Squad) continues his smash-hit run on The Flash with art by Carmine Di Giandomenico, Carlos DÕanda, Dan Panosian and
Christian Duce. Collects The Flash #39-45.

Flash Vol. 6: Cold Day in Hell
DC Comics Iron Heights is the toughest penitentiary in Central CityÑtough enough to hold rogues like Captain Cold and Mirror Master. But lately itÕs been a prison of sorts for Barry Allen as well, ever since Barry was pulled oﬀ his job as a CSI and sent to the facility to
work in crime scene preservation. From his new post, the Fastest Man Alive witnesses for the ﬁrst time what life is like for criminals after their arrest. And thanks to Iron HeightsÕ tough-as-nails Warden Wolfe, it isnÕt pretty. But now life in prison has turned into a
death sentence for one inmate, and since BarryÕs no longer working at the crime lab, he isnÕt able to help the murder investigation. As the Flash, however, heÕs determined to get to the bottom of the mystery, even if it runs him headlong into a trap. A new player has
been giving Copperhead, Central CityÕs leading crime lord, a run for her money, and whoever it is has ties to the prison...and the murder. Can the Flash solve the mystery and take down a rising crime boss, or is there really no escaping Iron Heights? Writer Joshua
Williamson (Justice League vs. Suicide Squad), along with artists Pop Mhan (Injustice: Ground Zero), Christian Duce (Detective Comics) and more trap the Fastest Man Alive behind bars with his deadliest enemies in The Flash Vol. 6: Cold Day in Hell. Collects stories from
The Flash #34-38 and Annual #1.

Flash Vol. 2: Speed of Darkness
DC Comics A part of DC Rebirth! A new storm brews over Central City and disproves the old adage about lightning never, well...you know. Just as Barry begins to feel overwhelmed ﬁghting crime, a new speedster debuts--but just where did this amazing new friend come
from? Spinning directly out of the epic events of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, the Fastest Man Alive ﬁnds himself at the center of a DC Universe at a crossroads. From up-and-coming writer Joshua Williamson (Illuminati, Red Skull) and illustrator Carmine Di Giandomenico
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comes THE FLASH VOL. 2! Collects issues #9-13. Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the world's greatest superheroes, told by some of the ﬁnest
storytellers in the business. Honoring the past, protecting our present, and looking towards the future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy continues.

Flash Vol. 3: Rogues Reloaded
DC Comics ItÕs the long-awaited throw-down with the most colorful Rogues Gallery in comics, from the acclaimed creative team of Joshua Williamson and Carmine Di Giandomenico, in THE FLASH VOL. 3: ROGUES RELOADED! Captain Cold. Mirror Master. Golden Glider.
Weather Wizard. Heat Wave. TheyÕre ﬁve of Central CityÕs most wanted. TheyÕre the FlashÕs greatest enemies. TheyÕre the RoguesÉand theyÕve gone quiet. Too quiet. The moment the Flash starts investigating their disappearance, their plan clicks into place. ItÕs a
deadly cat-and-mouse game that will have the Fastest Man Alive on the run across the globeÑand close to home. Is the Scarlet Speedster fast enough to stop ﬁve diabolical crimes? Even if he is, can he and Wally WestÑKid FlashÑsurvive the secrets they uncover about
WallyÕs father, the Reverse-Flash, and the last man to see him aliveÉRogue veteran turned Suicide Squad recruit Captain Boomerang? Collects THE FLASH #14-20.

The Flash Vol. 12: Death and the Speed Force
DC Comics In this tale from the early days of Barry Allen's heroic career, can he master his new super-speed powers and be the hero his city needs...or will the powers burn his lift out? His struggles lead him into the far future, where a version of the Flash he will
someday become shows him the true path of the hero-and helps him prepare for the emergence of the gang of villains known as the Rogues. Collects The Flash #76-81.

The Flash Vol. 16: Wally West Returns
"Originally published in single magazine form in The Flash 763-771, The Flash 2021 annual 1, Justice League: endless winter 1"--Copyright page.

The Flash (2016-) #29
DC Comics “NEGATIVE” part two! What’s a Rogue to do when The Flash goes bad? Get worse. Operating from behind bars in Iron Heights, the incarcerated Rogues graduate from costumed crooks to true kingpins of crime, unleashing the new villain known as Shrapnel
upon the chaotic and unprotected streets of Central City.

The Flash (2016-) #34
DC Comics “BLACK HOLE” part one! When a shocking reunion leads to an even more dire discovery about The Flash’s new powers, Barry and Wally will have to confront their rocky past if they both hope to get out alive!

The Flash Vol. 15: Finish Line
DC Comics Forming a Legion of Zoom-including Captain Cold, the Turtle, Gorilla Grodd, and the Trickster-the Reverse-Flash sets out to not only beat Barry Allen, but also assume his life! Can the Fastest Man Alive keep up with the attacks around Central City, when
everyone and everything he loves is in danger? With his greatest enemy calling on Barry’s children from the future, the Tornado Twins, the Flash Family steps up to help the hero as he faces his biggest battle ever. Collects issues #756-762.

The Flash Vol. 5: History Lessons (the New 52)
"Originally published in single magazine form as The Flash annual, The Flash 263-29."

The Flash (2016-) #27
DC Comics “RUNNING SCARED” ﬁnale! Barry Allen and Eobard Thawne. Legendary enemies separated by centuries pulled through time itself to battle again and again. Until now. For one year The Flash has been building to this single epic moment: the ultimate
showdown between The Flash and Reverse-Flash!

The Flash, Race Against Time!
Dc Comics As Wally West spirals through time ﬁghting evil and trying to return to the present, he is replaced by time-traveler John Fox, who seeks to take both Wally's role as the Flash and his girlfriend, Linda Park.

Flash Vol. 1: Lightning Strikes Twice
DC Comics Part of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling, all-new line of volume one graphic novels, DC Universe Rebirth! His name is Barry Allen, and he’s the Fastest Man Alive. But he’s also so much more. As he learns more about the Speed Force that fuels his
incredible powers, the Flash is also discovering secrets about his past beyond anything he’d ever dreamed-how he created a Flashpoint that changed history and helped create a new world, watched over by forces unknown. And when the same Speed Force that ﬂows
through him is unleashed all over Central City, striking cops, criminals and ordinary civilians alike, it’s up to the Flash to train this new wave of speedsters to use their amazing abilities wisely. But while some may become his partners in crime-ﬁghting-forming a true
“Speed Force”-others will use their godlike powers for a more sinister purpose. And the Flash is about to learn that there’s some evil even he can’t outrun… The race is on as writer Joshua Williamson (DEATHSTROKE) and artist Carmine di Giandomenico (All New XFactor) present THE FLASH VOL. 1: LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE-the starting line of a bold new era for the Scarlet Speedster, bursting from the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event! Collects THE FLASH: REBIRTH #1 and THE FLASH #1-8.

The Flash Vol. 14: the Flash Age
"Meet Paradox, a new time-traveling villain with a tragic backstory who poses a big threat--and carries a big grudge against the Flash. He's determined to destroy the Flash legacy at all costs, and he's powerful enough to do it. With the Flash about to be erased from
time and space, only one ally can help him defeat this seemingly insurmountable foe: Eobard Thawne, the Reverse-Flash?"--
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The Flash Vol. 2: Rogues Revolution (The New 52)
DC Struck by a bolt of lightning and doused in chemicals, Central City Police scientist Barry Allen was transformed into the fastest man alive.- Tapping into the energy ﬁeld called The Speed Force, he applies a tenacious sense of justice to protect an serve the world as
The Flash! The Flash's Rogue's Gallery are back--but they are more powerful than ever and they're each looking to take down the Fastest Man Alive! Who is behind their sudden organization and why are they also after their former leader, Captain Cold? The Flash must
think fast if he can outrun and survive their attack! Collects issues #9-12, #0, and Annual #1

The Flash (2016-) #41
DC Comics “PERFECT STORM” part three! The Flash has lost what he prizes most of all and must call in an old ally to protect Central City while he sets out to get it back…Wally West! But with a new Flash protecting his city, will Barry be willing to cross lines he never
crossed before?

The Flash (2016-) #759
DC Comics A NEW STORY LINE BEGINS! “Finish Line” part one of six-leading to the ﬁnale of Joshua Williamson’s legendary run on The Flash! It’s Barry Allen’s last race! The Legion of Zoom has won. Central City is in ruins. Barry Allen is trapped in the Speed Force, his
body taken over by the Reverse-Flash!A NEW STORY LINE BEGINS! “Finish Line” part one of six-leading to the ﬁnale of Joshua Williamson’s legendary run on The Flash! It’s Barry Allen’s last race! The Legion of Zoom has won. Central City is in ruins. Barry Allen is
trapped in the Speed Force, his body taken over by the Reverse-Flash!

Flash Vol. 9: Reckoning of the Forces
DC Comics In these stories from THE FLASH #52-57, Barry Allen races to the House of Heroes at the center of the Multiverse to meet with the Flashes of 52 worlds for info on the new forces heÕs recently encountered. Meanwhile, in Central City, TricksterÕs turning
informant against Warden Wolfe, but that brings about a sneak attack that Barry and the time-lost Commander Cold must team up to stopÑif they can quit butting heads long enough to do so.

The Flash (2016-) #774
DC Comics Introducing Dr. Nightmare! Bad dreams come to life and lead to chaos on the streets of Central City on the same night the Fastest Man Alive attends a daddy/daughter dance. Side-by-side with his super-powered daughter, Wally must not slow down, or they
risk falling victim to the man named Dr. Nightmare.

The Flash Vol. 8: Zoom
DC Comics THE YELLOW KING HeÕs used his incredible powers to bring peace to the Gem Cities, but Barry AllenÑa.k.a. the FlashÑis far from at peace himself. Years ago, his mother was murdered, and his father Henry was convicted of the crime. Believing him innocent,
Barry has spent his life searching for the evidence that could set him free, and hoping to catch the real killer. Now, ﬁnally, Barry has been able to I.D. the murderer, a mysterious stranger called Eobard Thawne. But soon the Flash will know his nemesis by another name
entirely: ZOOM With his utter mastery of the ﬂow of time and an army of super-powered allies by his side, Zoom is like no foe the Flash has ever faced before, and their war is personalÑand lethal. Can Barry defeat this deadly enemy and clear his fatherÕs name? Or will
their battle be a ﬂashpoint for death and devastation on an unimaginable scale? The creative team of Robert Venditti (GREEN LANTERN, DEMON KNIGHTS), Van Jensen (GREEN LANTERN CORPS) and Brett Booth (TEEN TITANS, JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA) reignite one
of the most heated feuds in superhero history in THE FLASH VOL. 8: ZOOM, collecting THE FLASH #42-47 and THE FLASH ANNUAL #4. ItÕs the FlashÕs greatest enemy as youÕve never seen him before!

The Flash Vol. 3: Gorilla Warfare (The New 52)
DC In his hometown of Central City, The Flash--a.k.a. Barry Allen--is constantly deﬂecting the criminal schemes of his Rogue's Gallery. Money hungry, cunning and powerful, these villains have the Scarlet Speedster running at a pace faster than even the world's fastest
man is used to. But when Gorilla Grodd and his army descend on Central City, The Flash will have to contend with a threat he's not used to: murderous, ruthless and without principle. With mammoth strength and mind-control powers, Grodd will not stop until he
conquers the city with its heroes blood on his hands. Knowing full well he cannot defeat this new foe alone, The Flash will have to turn to his former enemies, the Rogues, if he wants to keep himself and Central City alive. Collects THE FLASH #13-19.

The Lottery
The Creative Company A seemingly ordinary village participates in a yearly lottery to determine a sacriﬁcial victim.

The Flash
The Road to Flashpoint
Dc Comics Recounts the origins of Barry Allen's greatest foe, Eobard Thawne, or Professor Zoom, as the Flash deals with a new hero, Hot Pursuit, whose special motorcycle makes him as fast as the Flash and who blames one of Allen's family for a crime.

The Flash
"A new storm brews over Central City and disproves the old adage about lightning never, well ... you know. Just as Barry begins to feel overwhelmed ﬁghting crime, a new speedster debuts--but just where did this amazing new friend come from? Spinning directly out of
the epic events of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, the Fastest Man Alive ﬁnds himself at the center of a DC Universe at a crossroads--and reeling from the reemergence of his protegee, Wally West"--
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The Flash (2016-) #9
DC Comics "KID FLASH OF TWO WORLDS!" In this single-issue tale, Wally West meets Wally West! The original Kid Flash meets his cousin for the very ﬁrst time in this special issue, which continues The Flashes' investigation into the events that began in DC UNIVERSE:
REBIRTH #1.

The Flash (2016-) #775
DC Comics Hunt for the glaive! When a mysterious glaive crash-lands in the middle of Central City, the Flash must race against time to stop its ill eﬀects, all while keeping an army of super-villains from obtaining this unknown and sinister cosmic prize.

Flashpoint: The World of Flashpoint Featuring The Flash
DC Comics Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the world has changed. Family is alive, loved ones are strangers, and close friends are diﬀerent, gone or worse. It's a world on the
brink of a cataclysmic war--but where are Earth's Greatest Heroes to stop it? Grodd: While the Amazons and the Atlanteans vie for the remains of Europe and America struggles to survive the global onslaught, the vicious Gorilla Grodd stakes his own claim in the world
of FLASHPOINT. Kid Flash: When the world changed and FLASHPOINT began, one hero vanished. Now the question remains: Where--or rather when--is Bart Allen? The young speedster races to unravel the tangled web of time and he's joined by an unlikely ally: the
otherworld hero Hot Pursuit! Legion of Doom: Welcome to the Legion of Doom, the world of FLASHPOINT's most secure prison for super-powered villains. One inmate is looking to break his way out and seek revenge on the hero who put him there. The temperature rises
as the classic Flash villain Heatwave takes center stage! Reverse Flash: Everything you knew changed in a ﬂash--all thanks to one super-powered speedster. Learn some of the secrets of the birth of the world of FLASHPOINT as the Reverse Flash makes his move!
Citizen Cold: Meet the hero of Central City--Citizen Cold! A one-man superhero squad, Cold has captured and eliminated many of the super-villains terrorizing the city, but what dark secret does he hold that he fears getting out? Don't miss this Flash volume collecting
GRODD OF WAR #1, KID FLASH LOST #1-3, LEGION OF DOOM #1-3, REVERSE FLASH #1 and CITIZEN COLD #1-3.

The Flash (2016-) #778
DC Comics Having traveled to Gemworld by way of the second dimension, the Flash joins Justice League Dark and the princess of Gemworld, Amethyst, in a race against time to thwart Eclipso’s evil plans.

The Flash (2016-) #772
DC Comics Leaving past mistakes behind and racing into the future, Wally West returns as Central City’s Scarlet Speedster! Now reunited with his wife, Linda, and their two children, the former Kid Flash begins a new chapter in his life. But Wally quickly remembers that
saving lives and ﬁghting super-villains may make him a hero, but they don’t pay the bills. Luckily, an old friend may have just the right job for this blue-collar champion.

The Flash (2016-) #777
DC Comics Justice League Dark on Gemworld! Having traveled to Gemworld by way of the second dimension, the Flash joins Justice League Dark and the princess of Gemworld, Amethyst, in a race against time to thwart Eclipso's evil plans.

The Flash (2016-) #773
DC Comics On the loose and bent on destruction, Heatwave’s return couldn’t come at a worse time for Wally West. Now that the onetime Kid Flash has retaken the mantle of the Fastest Man Alive, he’s also taken a new job at Mr. Terriﬁc’s Holt Industries. But all of that
gets put on the back burner, when the Flash must outrace the ﬂames of one of his greatest foes and ﬁgure out why the once-reformed rogue has gone bad again.

The Flash (2016-) #771
DC Comics The Legion of Doom, Teen Titans Academy, Max Mercury’s Wild West origins, and more! Wally West’s leaps from speedster to speedster throughout time draws to a close as he begins to realize why he’s been sent on his quest by the Speed Force and what
might be behind it. But with one last stop before he’s allowed to go home, will this journey break Wally forever or return him to glory?

The Flash: Rebirth
DC Geoﬀ Johns and Ethan Van Sciver, the writer/artist team behind the blockbuster GREEN LANTERN: REBIRTH and THE SINESTRO CORPS WAR, create an explosive, jaw-dropping epic that reintroduces Barry Allen as The Flash in this volume collecting the fast-paced 6issue miniseries. But how will this greatest of all Flashes ﬁnd his place in the twenty-ﬁrst century?

Batman - Detective Comics Vol. 5: A Lonely Place of Living
DC Comics For months, Batman has been haunted by the death of Tim Drake, the young hero who fought beside him as Red Robin. Tim helped Batman assemble a team of heroes and misﬁts to help him keep Gotham safe, then fell in battle defending the city. Or so it
seemed. In reality, Tim has been held captive, snatched from the moment of death by the mysterious Mr. Oz. Now he must escape this prison that exists outside of time, but he isnÕt coming back alone. Tim has every reason to trust his fellow prisoner, but when his
new ally proves heÕs not afraid to kill, Tim begins to doubt everything he thought he knew! When the duo make their way back to Gotham City, TimÕs escape partner sets a plan in motion to murder one of BatmanÕs allies. Even reunited with Red Robin, can Batman
and his team of heroes protect one of their own from a killer who knows them better than they know themselves? Writer James Tynion IV (Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) and artists Eddy Barrows, Alvaro Martinez and Carmen Carnero continue the acclaimed run
on Batman: Detective Comics. Collects Detective Comics #963-968.

Climate Vulnerability, Volume 5
Newnes Climate Vulnerability, Volume 5
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Surfactants in Tribology
CRC Press Surfactants play a critical role in Tribology controlling friction, wear, and lubricant properties such as emulsiﬁcation, demulsiﬁcation, bioresistance, oxidation resistance, rust prevention and corrosion resistance. This is a critical topic for new materials and
devices particularly those built at the nanoscale. This newest volume will address tribological properties of cutting ﬂuids, lubricant performance related to steel surfaces, biolubricants, and novel materials and ways to reduce friction and wear. Scientists from industrial
research and development (R&D) organizations and academic research teams in Asia, Europe, the Middle East and North America will participate in the work.
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